Preliminary clinical results with low flip angle spin-echo MR imaging of the head and neck.
A new approach for producing primarily T2- and proton-density-weighted MR images in less time than the conventional long TR, long TE imaging is to reduce the TR of a double spin-echo pulse sequence and to also reduce the RF excitation flip angle to minimize the resulting T1 sensitivity. In preliminary studies with a human volunteer and five patients with various diseases of the head and neck, conventional long TR, long TE and short TR, short TE images were compared with short TR, long TE images with reduced flip angles (45 degrees, 30 degrees), which required only 40% of the imaging time of the long TR images. The latter images showed a similar contrast pattern to the conventional T2-weighted image, and contrast-to-noise measurements indicated an increase in contrast between the lesion and nearby tissue when the flip angle was reduced. Furthermore, the maximum contrast/noise per unit imaging time on the short TR, long TE image was comparable to that on the long TR, long TE image. Optimization of the flip angle with short TR allows a substantial reduction in imaging time but with a reduction in multislice capability. This technique will be most useful in areas of complex anatomy where two or more orthogonal imaging planes are required, such as the head and neck.